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ANS is committed to advancing, fostering, and promoting the development and application of nuclear sciences and technologies to benefit society.
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Explore the many uses for nuclear science and its impact on energy, the environment, healthcare, food, and more.
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Decommissioning & Environmental Sciences
The mission of the Decommissioning and Environmental Sciences (DES) Division is to promote the development and use of those skills and technologies associated with the use of nuclear energy and the optimal management and stewardship of the environment, sustainable development, decommissioning, remediation, reutilization, and long-term surveillance and maintenance of nuclear-related installations, and sites. The target audience for this effort is the membership of the Division, the Society, and the public at large.
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2024 ANS Annual Conference
June 16–19, 2024
Las Vegas, NV|Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino
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The Standards Committee is responsible for the development and maintenance of voluntary consensus standards that address the design, analysis, and operation of components, systems, and facilities related to the application of nuclear science and technology. Find out What’s New, check out the Standards Store, or Get Involved today!
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	Latest News
Nonproliferation proponents call on Biden to oppose Wisconsin recycling plant
A group of 29 nonproliferation supporters sent a letter to President Biden asking that he withhold federal support for a proposed pilot plant for recycling spent nuclear fuel to be built by the Wisconsin-based fusion tech company SHINE Technologies. The experts further asked that Biden “discourage” the Nuclear Regulatory Commission from licensing the plant, claiming it would extract enough weapons-grade plutonium to build 100 atomic bombs a year.
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Vote now
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Read more
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							Nonproliferation proponents call on Biden to oppose Wisconsin recycling plant
April 8, 2024, 3:01PM


Ukraine plant loses only remaining backup power line
April 8, 2024, 12:00PM
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Kentucky governor vetoes nuclear bill
April 8, 2024, 9:30AM


House E&C subcommittee to hold hearing on spent fuel management
April 8, 2024, 7:00AM


The case for nuclear energy in Kazakhstan
April 5, 2024, 3:01PM
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APRIL 21–24, 2024 | San Francisco, CA
International Conference on Physics of Reactors (PHYSOR 2024)
Read more
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MAY 6–10, 2024 | Santa Fe, NM
Nuclear and Emerging Technologies for Space (NETS 2024)
Read more
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JUNE 16–19, 2024 | Las Vegas, NV
2024 ANS Annual Conference
Read more
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AMERICAN NUCLEAR SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP
A membership that matters
ANS is the premier society for professionals who want to advance their careers, exchange knowledge, advocate for their field, and shape the future of nuclear science and technology.

Join Us
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NUCLEAR ENERGY, SCIENCE, & TECHNOLOGY
About nuclear science & technology
ANS helps people learn about the benefits of nuclear science and technology.

Learn more
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DONATE TODAY
A gift to ANS drives change
Helping nuclear imagine, design, and build a better world.

Make a difference
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PUBLICATIONS
Nuclear News
Join more than 11,000 readers in keeping up with the latest developments in the nuclear field with our flagship trade publication.

Read the magazine
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PUBLICATIONS
Radwaste Solutions
Stay up to date with the decommissioning, environmental remediation, and waste management segments of the nuclear industry.

Read the magazine
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Shop
The ANS Store
Browse our catalog of books, journals, maps and more for accurate and authoritative nuclear-related content.

Visit the Store
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